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BESPOKE FURNITURE



  The highest level of craftsmanship,timeless creativity special attention to details and 
exceptional materials are all points of reference for the evolution of the Philippe Hurel 
collections.




Born in Italy’s Reggio Calabria,to Sicilian 
parents,Alessandro La Spada moved to Milan 
to attend the IDI’AC Interior Design Institute 
& Ateneo Creativo institute where he took his 
diploma.

Afterwards he became a lecturer in Furniture 
Design at the same institution as well as at 
the Domus Academy.However,the energy and 
personality instilled in him by his southern 
Italian childhood were never far away and,in 
fact,these elements have permeated his 
entire creative life.




Opening the doors of GIOPAGANI 
World Apart is entering a universe 
made of multi-shaped inspirations 
that flow into eclectic pieces of 
furniture in order to create unique 
atmospheres and raise emotions.

Each capsule collection is like a 
mirror that send us back to a 
particular memory.Objects that 
combines the charms of timeless 
design with the ultra-contemporary 
codes of Fashion, the art of 
bespoke of Haute-Couture,the rigor 
of archi tecture, the power of 



SANTAMBROGIO I MILAN0

Founded in 2003,SANTOMBROGIO MILANO is a design company that works with glass,the magical 
element.Our collection born in 2004 with the first all-glass kitchen (designed by Ennio Arosio),has over the 
years high competences in terms of design and production process.

Actually,we are able to achieve 100% transparent architectures and provide a vision of life based on 
transparency 360°.In a word,Simpli-CITY:all glass design and architecture.




OUTDOORBESPOKE FURNITURE



“Some objects are linked to the dynamics of our life.Some objects remind us of 
precious,emotional and intense moments....outdoor furniture can bring back memories 
of our childhood....of moments tied to the exalting feeling of freedom,of playing 
outdoors and gazing at a sky full of stars,of joyful times in our youth....of secret places 
and times of pure leisure....of pleasant naps accompanied by the smell of lavender,of 
reading a book under the shade of a tree,dogs eager to play....objects that compliment 
your haven of happiness.”








EDITIONS



Vincenzo De Cotiis was born in 1958 in Gonzaga,Italy.

He studied architecture at the Politecnico Di Milano and 
founded his studio in Milan where he lives and works. 

Research,abstraction and nature guide both his interior 
architecture interventions,art and collectible design pieces.

De Cotiis creates sculptural spaces that evoke physical 
and intellectual experiences on the cusp of art and 
architecture with no boundaries.




Since 2017,Joris Poggioli imagines his very 
own,sculptural furniture collections,giving 
privilege to the form and highlighting the power 
of the matter.

Architect and Interior designer,Joris Poggioli’s 
main inspirations come from his French-Italian 
roots.The Italian subtlety and eccentricity,creating 
the perfect symposium of the two cultures.




Francesco Balzano was born and grew up in Paris,yet his visual culture is 
imprinted with the images of Venice,Florence,Rome and Capri - where he 
used to spend his summer holidays.He studied interior design and 
architecture,and the joined the famed studio of Joseph Durand,working on 
prestigious projects.In 2018,he opened his own studio and started designing 
custom and limited editions of furniture pieces for art and design galleries 
all over the world,whilst continuing his work as interior architect for private 
clients.
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LIGHTING SCULPTURES 



Bec Brittain founded her studio in Brooklyn in 
2011,designing and producing the critically-acclaimed 
SHY light.The studio moved to manhattan in. 
2016,and to Long Island City in 2019.Bec designs and 
engineers all her products,which are the expressions 
of her own ideas,rather than being market-driven.All 
her designs are made in New York using variety of 
techniques.




Simpl ic i ty,weight lessness,emotion and 
creative inventions are the fundamental 
components of each lamp or lighting project 
designed by Davide Groppi.Davide Groppi 
creation are never conceived as just lights or 
lamps.They come about through the need to 
give life to something that is necessary or 
significant.Some of the things that inspire 
these ideas are works of art,ready made 
objects,magic.




Chiara Andreatti was born not far from Venice and 
she moved to Milan to study in the European Institute 
of Design and then to attend a Master’s program at 
Domus Academy.She has worked to several design 
studios like Raffaelle Mangiarotti,Renata Montagne 
and studio Lissoni Associati where he has began 



IAN CAMERON


The bustle of vibrant central London and the 
tranquility of the Finnish countryside.These 
contrasting places are the inspiration behind the 
Cameron Design House vision.Ian has a shared 
history between the United Kingdom and the 
Nordic country and has combined these 
influences in his sculptural lighting pieces. 

All the prices are custom made at London 
studio.The bespoke nature of the studio’s 
approach means they are able to tailor each 
specification to the individual requirements of 
any project.




BARLAS BAYLAR 


Creative Director and Founder

In 2004,Barlas Baylar founded his furniture gallery,a concept 
design showroom in the meatpacking district to showcase 
large-scale,sculptural furniture and lighting designs,handmade 
by an expert artisan team located in a New York atelier.

Always inspired by the art,design and architecture of the Art 
Deco era Baylar has delved into studies of modern classics 
to inform his unique design sensibilities.As homage to the 
great works of iconic sculptors Brancusi,Noguchi,Jean Michel 
Frank and Ruhlman,the designer as artists continues to 
evolve each collection into complex new forms through use of 
inventive architectural materials.




The perfect environment begins and 
ends with lighting - but who can you trust 
to help you craft the perfect lighting 
solution?

It’s time you were introduced to a master 
craftsman with decades of experience in 
high end bespoke chandelier & lighting 
design & creation - Roccoborghese 




Nao Tamura is a designer in the 
most modern terms.Her talents 
c r o s s - o v e r 
cultures,languages,disciplines,conce
pts and styles with consistency of 
smart thinking always at the heart 
of her work.She is truly global in 
her insights and execution.As a 
product of Tokyo and New York City 
creative communities,her solutions 
are equally at ease in the world of 
2-D and 3-D with an uncanny ability 
to find that emotional connection 
with the audience.NAO defies the 



GABRIEL HENDIFAR & JEREMY ANDERSON


Creative Director Gabriel Hendifar and Jeremy Anderson are 
NYC designers.

Their innate creativity into a brand focussed on lighting and a 
mix of objects and furniture. 

With a background in interior design and fashion Hendifar and 
in public relations for Anderson,the duo now run a modern day 



WILLIAM BRAND 


FOUNDER AND DESIGNER


Founded t o c r e a t e a r t w i t h o u t 
restraint,Brandvanegmond studio has 
become an international trendsetter in 
creating innovative lighting designs.His 
handcrafted,sculptural lighting radiates 
passion and leave a lasting impression.




LAYERSWALL ART



Misha is a contraction of the names of two far-
flung cities:Milan and Shanghai.It is a bridge 
between figurative cultures that coexist in the 
vision of Chiara Enrico,an architect who works 
together with her sister Anna to bring the passion 
and knowledge of age-old oriental painting and 
embroidery techniques,strictly done by hand on 











GIOVANNI BARBIERI


Giovanni Barbieri started his career at of 14 by operating in 
the marble sector as a go getter. 

Taking classes in interior design and being into project 
executions with architects he learnt the skills of mastering 
sculptural forms and shapes in natural stones by recreating 
historical outlook of the coverings of the past.  

Developing many patents with his creative excellence,be it 
tile in form of ceramics and stones,Giovanni has come a 
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